Dedication to former professor Gordon Gilbert

Gordon Gilbert’s son admires the statue of his father dedicated outside Lowell Heiny Hall, where Gilbert was known to regularly teach his classes.

Dedication to former professor Gordon Gilbert

Gordon Gilbert is known for making the bed, his students.

Our Country’s Good

KJCT NBC 11 News Courtesy Photo

Local TV anchor finds calling in broadcast

Finding job challenging but rewarding

See women’s golf swing to new heights

Blotter

Source: Grand Junction Police Department

Fraud, Outside Warrant: Samantha Shepherd, 25, Palone contacted at 2545 Rimrock Avenue and was provided false information to avoid arrest. Shepherd was discovered to have an active warrant for a parole violation. She was taken into custody and transported to Mesa county jail for the warrant and criminal impersonation.

Rape: A known male is suspected of sexually assaulting a known juvenile female in the north section of the city. Investigation is on-going.

Assault Other, Disorderly Conduct: Lora Woods-Fueter was arrested and released on summons for 3rd degree assault and harassment after she caused bodily injury to a security officer at 2635 N 7th Street. DUI, DUI Per SE: Danielle Desrosier, 27, was arrested and released on a summons for DUI and DUI Per Se at 7 St. and Colorado Ave. DUI, DUI Per SE: Robert Collins, 27, was arrested and released on a summons for DUI, DUI Per Se, and careless driving at N 5th St. and North Ave.

Vandalism: An unknown person vandalized a car at 2424 US Highway 6 & 50, causing the owner a loss of more than $1,000.

Mesa State Maverick lost in car accident on I-70

Three others injured

Amanda Vilar

Newspaper Editor

Mesa State students are grieving the loss of another fellow Maverick, Enrique Gutierrez Jr., 19, who was killed in a car accident Saturday when his right rear tire blew out and he lost control of the car. Gutierrez’s car was eastbound on Interstate 70 when he lost control of his 1991 Toyota 4runner around mile marker 140 in the Gypsum area. Three passengers, also Mesa State students, were injured.

Friends remember Gutierrez as a “fun-loving guy” who was “the life of the party.” He graduated from Mancos, Colo. and had many friends at school.

“One thing I will remember the most about him is his laugh and smile which he always had on him,” Alex Owens said. “He loved by everyone who knew him.”

Students Nicholas Ludwig, 19, Katherine A. Ball, 20, and Corrigan Conroy, 20, were passengers in the car. Ludwig and Ball were not wearing seat belts, and were ejected from the car when it rolled, according to police. They were initially flown to Vail Valley Medical Center and later taken to Denver Health Medical Center where Ball was list- ed in critical condition and Ludwig in serious condition.

Conroy was wearing a seat belt in the front passenger seat and suf- fered minor injuries. According to the Colorado State Patrol, the tire was old which contributed to its failure.

Friends are worried about Ball and are praying for her recovery.

“She’s very strong hearted and is in God’s hands now,” friend Patricia Hailey said. “She will come back strong and bring great smiles to people that care about her.”

The Colorado State Patrol stressed the importance of wear- ing seat belts and to check the age of tires.

“When anybody in the communi- ty suffers like this, I just hope that they take the chance to call family and tell them that they love them,” Mesa State Vice President for Student Services John Marshall said.

Local TV anchor finds calling in broadcast

Ashley McCoy

Quest Reporter

With hopes of becoming a teacher some day, Natalie Palone enrolled at Mesa State and imagined a classroom of youngsters would be her audience. But a big change of heart when it came down to which Way she- ron was heading at the beginning of her junior year. Palone had come up with other ideas about that audi- ence in her future. She changed her major to Mass Communication and focused her studies on Broadcasting and Public Relations. By the time she graduated in 2004, Palone had honed her news directed and news producer- for the college station, Mesa State College TV (MNSTV).

She was an intern at KJCT-TV, but wasn’t sure that she had made the right choice.

Palone said, “I just needed something new. I wasn’t sure if I had found what I was looking for.”

After graduation, Palone found her calling. She joined the Ch. 11 news team at KKO in Arvada as an intern. She moved up to pro- ducer. She is currently the weekend anchor, and producer at KKKO NBC 11 News.

Being a producer is a challenging responsibility that involves assigning stories and setting deadlines. Palone still has time to leave the station to interview sources and write broad- casts every day.

“Now it’s all about finding the idea to do things,” Palone said. “Sometimes we have to dig.”

Palone knows just where to find those stories. On a routine day, she spends about 10 hours interviewing sources and setting up news broad- casts. All of her hard work has paid off, she said. Her audience would agree.
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Weekend anchor and producer Natalie Palone finds her calling in broadcast journalism.
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Source: Grand Junction Police Department

FRAUD, OUTSIDE WARRANT: Samantha Shepherd, 25, Palone contacted at 2545 Rimrock Avenue and was provided false information to avoid arrest. Shepherd was discovered to have an active warrant for a parole violation. She was taken into custody and transported to Mesa county jail for the warrant and criminal impersonation.

RAPE: A known male is suspected of sexually assaulting a known juvenile female in the north section of the city. Investigation is on-going.

ASSAULT OTHER, DISORDERLY CONDUCT: Lora Woods-Fueter was arrested and released on summons for 3rd degree assault and harassment after she caused bodily injury to a security officer at 2635 N 7th Street. DUI, DUI PER SE: Danielle Desrosier, 27, was arrested and released on a summons for DUI and DUI PER SE at 7 St. and Colorado Ave. DUI, DUI PER SE: Robert Collins, 27, was arrested and released on a summons for DUI, DUI PER SE, and careless driving at N 5th St. and North Ave.

VANDALISM: An unknown person vandalized a car at 2424 US Highway 6 & 50, causing the owner a loss of more than $1,000.
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Students submit suggestions to better improve Mesa State’s campus
Administration working to make suggestions a reality

Amanda Friar, editor
afriar@mesastate.edu

Students submit suggestions to better improve Mesa State’s campus
Administration working to make suggestions a reality

In the campus and school continue to change on a daily basis, administrators are looking at ways to make life on campus easier for students and one way they are doing that is through MavZone.

Mesa State College administrators posted a box on MavZone for students to voice their opinions about anything that they think is important and needs to be addressed. The administration has already gotten quite a wide range of requests.

“We’re trying to do a better job at serving students,” Mesa State College President Tim Foster said. “Usually when they said it was just a small thing, it was a legitimate thing that we can take care of.”

Administrators have gotten a wide range of requests through MavZone, including the request for a boys track team, extended library hours, lights and security cameras in parking lots, a smoke-free campus, as well as accessibility and parking concerns. Some overlapping concerns that showed up a lot were parking, food services, and accessibility. Administrators pass requests and complaints on to the appropriate people, such as Sodexo for food requests.

In addition, lights were installed in parking lots around campus. More, wider ramps for better accessibility were added. Currently a new provider for student e-mail to enhance the options is being looked into.

“We appreciate the effort from administration to solicit and make it easier for them,” Mesa State Director of Media Relations Dana Nunn said.

Administration urges student to take advantage of being able to voice their opinion. To do so, go to MavZone and on the homepage go to Student Services Suggestions to voice your opinion. Students may remain anonymous as well.

Local News

Jerry Louis Nemnich, 64, of Longmont was arrested last week in connection with the deaths of 24-year-old Linda Benson and her 5-year-old daughter Kelley in 1975. They were found stabbed to death in their apartment. The Benson family released a statement thanking the Grand Junction police for the “methodical, tenacious and exemplary work.” In their statement, they talk to Linda and Kelley, remembering Linda’s “contagious laugh, intoxicating smile and charming sense of humor” and remembered playing in grandma’s garden with Kelley. Source: Grand Junction Daily Sentinel

National News

Colorado Senate approved legislation Monday to take $500 million from Pinnacol Assurance, a quasi-governmental agency that provides guaranteed workers’ compensation insurance to employers. Republicans argued, however, that it would not be a good idea to balance the budget with money that would be tied up in court.

Taking the money from Pinnacol would prevent the state from having to cut $300 million from higher education, on top of the previous $100 million that colleges and universities already face. Source: Denver Post

International News

A fire that began in the middle of the night at a hostel for homeless people in north-western Poland killed at least 21 people, according to officials. Another 20 were injured in the blaze. The hostel was located in the town of Kamien Pomorski, 37 miles east of the border with Germany. At least 77 people were registered at the hostel, waiting for local authorities to provide them with housing. Source: BBC News

Free and low-cost methods available.
Implanon, IUD’s, pills, Depo, Plan B, Tubals and Vasectomies
Mesa County Health Department
Family Planning
530 29 1/2 Rd. (corner of North Ave and 29 1/2 Rd)
Daytime and evening appointments available.
248-6906
www.health.mesacounty.us
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ASG a critical part in the future of Mesa State

A

ssociated Student Government President Adam Faxon, who represents Sector Font Henshaw and other ASG members do not care if students have
for their... time in opposing state budget cuts to higher education last fall. By hold-

ing their first meeting of the semester last week, students can have an impact on im-

portant issues in Arizona.

Instead of sitting by and simply watching what would happen to the students. Student Govern-

ment, Davenport and ASG were ac-
data and working together.
Ryan Hendershot

**STUDENT TRUSTEE:**

Mesa State needs someone to articulate the voice of the students in a time when so many changes are happening. Adam Keen has shown during the past year as your Business and Professional Studies Senator, which he has kept as his top priority. As your Student Trustee, he will represent the interests of the学生 body to the Board of Trustees.

Adam Keen

**MATH AND SCIENCE SENATOR:**

I came to Mesa State full time in 2006. I’ve lived and grown here for the last 3 years, but it originally from Ogallala, Nebraska. I came to Mesa State where I’m studying Political Science and I’ve been a member of the Senate for the last 3 years as the Math & Science Senator. As a senator I’ve tried to increase the voice of the students and to represent the lesser known groups of our Satellite campuses to the Board of Trustees. My reason for seeking the position is to leave it a better place than I found it. And as a Senator we have many policies in the works that I will be happy to work on this coming year to continue working on over the summer to make the Mesa State overall experience better.

Dillion McMillen

**BUSINESS & PROFESSIONAL STUDIES SENATOR:**

My name is Lysandra “Phillips” and I am currently a junior at Mesa State College pursuing a Marketing/Management degree. Since freshmen year, I have played an active role in Mesa State’s Marketing/Management team. As a Finance Vice President, I have helped organize a variety of events in business and business-related fields, serving as both the Finance Vice President and the Communications Vice President. As a Business & Professional Studies Senator, I have strived to ensure that the voices of my constituents are heard. I have served on two committees; the External Committee and the Finance Allocation Committee. As a Senator at Mesa State, I hope to continue being a part of the Business Professional Studies Professional Senator.

Lysandra Phillips

**SENATOR AT LARGE:**

I joined the Senate in April of 2008 and in my final year here at Mesa State I hope to continue one last term. Within the ASG, I have had the privilege to serve as a chair for the Fee Allocation Committee – a position elected by the Senate this year alone, and it has been my goal to keep their path in the back of my mind and my peers’ desires in the front while voting. I know that I have remained representative, and if reelected, I know that I can continue to make a positive difference in ASG at Mesa State.

Charlie Martinez

**GRADUATE SENATOR:**

I am currently a junior here at Mesa State College. I am working a Bachelor of Business Administration with an emphasis in management and marketing and will be entering the Masters of Business Administration Program next year. While at Mesa State I have been very involved in the Future Business Leaders of America – Phi Beta Lambda, and have been selected to serve as Colorado State President beginning in the fall of 2009. Individuals who know me describe me as hardworking, friendly, and a leader by example. In being part of the position of Graduate Senator I will bring the thoughts and concerns of graduate students to the student body. In my free time I enjoy golfing, spending time with friends and meeting new people. I have also been involved with many different organizations on campus, ranging from Phi Beta Lambda, the Entrepreneurship Club, the Club Chapter of Phi Beta Lambda I have bettered the politics behind Mesa. Going into office a year ago, I was elected on a team of ASG, and voting every year what according to how I feel since the student body was about to be represented was exhilarating. Knowing that my vote matters, my actions make a difference, and my peers appreciate my efforts is exhilarating. Much has changed since I started my term as the Senator this year alone, and it has been my goal to keep their path in the back of my mind and my peers’ desires in the front while voting. I know that I have remained representative, and if reelected, I know that I can continue to make a positive difference in ASG at Mesa State.

Justin Kawcak

**MATH AND SCIENCE SENATOR:**

Although born in Hawaii, I grew up in Huntington Beach, California. I decided to attend Mesa State College because of the excellent accounting program, but decided to add the Computer Information Systems major as well. I love snowboarding, mountain biking, visiting indoor theme parks, and doing non-school work. I aspire to be an auditor after I graduate from Mesa State.

Paul Davis

**GRADUATE SENATOR:**

I have been an active Business and Professional Studies Senator for Mesa State’s Associated Government for 3 semesters. I have also been involved with many different organizations on campus, ranging from Phi Beta Lambda, the Entrepreneurship Club, the Club Chapter of Phi Beta Lambda I have bettered the politics behind Mesa. Going into office a year ago, I was elected on a team of ASG, and voting every year what according to how I feel since the student body was about to be represented was exhilarating. Knowing that my vote matters, my actions make a difference, and my peers appreciate my efforts is exhilarating. Much has changed since I started my term as the Senator this year alone, and it has been my goal to keep their path in the back of my mind and my peers’ desires in the front while voting. I know that I have remained representative, and if reelected, I know that I can continue to make a positive difference in ASG at Mesa State.

Justin Kawcak
HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES SENATOR:

I am from Montrose, Colorado. I am majoring in K-12 art teaching. I am currently the president of Tolman’s Residence Hall Council and an active member of the Residence Hall Association. I served on Associated Student Government this year and would love the opportunity to represent the students again. My hobbies and interests include art, music, half, scary movies and being with my friends and family. I love being involved in things on campus that better the “student experience”.

I want to be part of Associated Student Government because I believe Mesa’s Senate needs a representative with a fresh perspective on what the students here need. As a first year, I see Mesa for what it is and what it has the potential to become. If I am elected, I will try my best to represent the needs of the community and express candidly and honestly the important issues concerning the student body. I have the leadership skills necessary to be an effective and dynamic representative in our senate. I will be approachable by any student on campus who wants to discuss issues that are important to them, no matter how big or small.

I have the leadership skills necessary to be an effective and dynamic representative in our senate. I will be approachable by any student on campus who wants to discuss issues that are important to them, no matter how big or small.

MINORITY SENATOR: Johnny Maxfield

* No information available

VOTE APRIL 20-22
Log on to MAVzone to cast your vote!

BISHOP CAMPUS SENATOR:

I am from Hilo, Hawaii and I am majoring in Culinary Arts and Business Administration. I am a Student Ambassador for Mesa State College and I am also a part of the Honors Program and the Residence Hall Council. Some of my interests and hobbies include cooking, reading, watching movies, hanging out with friends, and sleeping. I came to Mesa State because tuition was affordable, the school offered both programs of study that I wanted to pursue and because I was awarded the Ambassador Leadership Scholarship. I would like to be a part of the Associated Student Government at Mesa State College because I feel that it would be a great opportunity to be involved at my new school and this organization will also give me the opportunity to challenge myself. I have also enjoyed being involved in various school programs because they enable me to make connections with new people and they allow me to develop skills that I will need in the future. Being a part of the Associated Student Government would be the best place for me to meet new people and push myself to work to the very best of my ability.
Mesa State alumni Corey Wright still front and center

Lighting up the stages in New York City

By Ashley McCoy

Student Reporter

Mesa State College

Corey Wright has been pursuing his love for theater throughout his acting career. “My older brother who I have always been close with, had always been into theater and growing up watching him, made me want to pursue it,” Wright said.

Three years after graduation, Wright received a phone call from a friend living in New York City. His friend was looking for a roommate and Wright was the perfect candidate. The roommate situation was enough to convince Wright to pack his bags and move to the Big Apple.

“I never thought I'd live in the city before. I had moved out here once it was a whole new experience for me, and although it was such a big move I knew the city would hold great opportunities for me,” Wright said.

Wright moved to Manhattan in February of 2008 and make his name in the theater world. Presently, at age 28, he is still pursuing his love for theater while in New York. Wright has been in production with the European tour, Phantom of the Opera, and has even scored auditions with the Blue Man Group. Wright’s experience with Phantom of the Opera allowed him to excel in theater and his experience was so pleasant that Wright is considering

pursuing the tour for the second time this fall. Currently, Wright is set out with The Full Monty, and when that isn’t taking up all of his time, he enjoys spending time with friends and enjoying the city to the fullest.

Wright’s experience in the professional world of performing arts hasn’t been effortless. Rather it has given him a taste of the real world. His experiences have opened his eyes to how tough the competition can be in the acting industry.

“Going into auditions is intense, there are other guys that may have the same hair color or same facial structure that I do and that makes it hard to be casted,” Wright said.

Stage time for Wright was well appreciated while at Mesa State. The competitive nature of theater has made the opportunity for stage time more challenging. Wright mentioned the greatest thing he experienced in college was gaining knowledge from teachers and friends.

Rich Cowden, Director of the performing arts at Mesa State guided Wright during his four year journey at college.

“Corey is very naturally charismatic. He’s what I would like to call magnetic. You can’t take your eyes off of him when he’s on stage. He has the X factor. Some people have it and some don’t,” Cowden said.

With perseverance and effort, Wright has been able to accomplish his dream of moving to New York, and performing on Broadway. His dedication to theater has taken him from the stage at Mesa State to stages in New York and Europe.
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Lighting up the stages in New York City

Mesa State alumni Corey Wright still front and center

Get more bang for your buck

Save money using Internet resources

By Stephen Bento

People can make and save money using the Internet, it’s important to be aware of fraudulent deals.

Instead of your wallet, has your wallet been shrinking weight lately? During this declining economy, many local Grand Junction residents are either looking for a way to earn money or trying to discover a way to save it. With high self-cost rates, and with an ever-increasing demand for money, now is the perfect opportunity to take advantage of Internet resources.

There are local web pages with links that allow individuals become their own entrepreneurs. Some of these web pages include: craigslist.com, ebay.com and ehow.com

These web pages offer personal, one-on-one contact where people can buy items for a bargain or sell their unwanted items. The one contact where people can buy items for a bargain or sell their unwanted items. The one contact where people can buy items for a bargain or sell their unwanted items. The one contact where people can buy items for a bargain or sell their unwanted items. These web pages offer personal, one-on-one contact where people can buy items for a bargain or sell their unwanted items. The one contact where people can buy items for a bargain or sell their unwanted items.

The process of posting an item for sale is simple and can be done in minutes.

Grand Junction resident Ed Billings, 71, is currently selling a Ford Ranger truck on craigslist. Billings found out about craigslist from family and friends and has used it in the past to sell a computer monitor, a surround sound system, a television, and a pair of Circes. “I look on craigslist all the time, mainly through the autos, but I haven’t bought anything yet,” Billings said. “I like that it is easy to use.”

Each web site has it’s own perks. craigslist, for example offers more than the basic buy-sale-usage, and also posts about other areas of interests such as community events, local housing, jobs, personal, discussion forums, gigs, and free items, the perfect way to feed a starving wallet.

There is always the possibility of your quality item is found on these sites, so having that personal, one-on-one contact is important. Incidents have been reported in which items have been paid but were never delivered. These tips-off can be avoided by doing research on each page and by contacting the seller before purchasing any items listed.

Mesa State student Mario Miranda used an online service to buy a watch. After bidding and winning the watch, Miranda submitted his payment, but the watch was never delivered and a refund was never given.

“I have used a lot of these sites to buy and sell items,” Miranda said. “I have actually bought two cars off of craigslist and sold my first car on there too. I love these sites, but you have to be cautious about what you buy and whom you buy from.” Although Miranda regrets the outcome of the watch purchase, he admits he will continue to use these sites in the future.

Summer vacation is racing through the minds of many students, as the final weeks of the semester close to an end. However, for some Mesa State theater students, preparations for this year’s final main-stage performance has been closer in thought than any vacation.

Tamiko dela Hidehara’s “Our Country’s Good,” directed by Mesa State theatre faculty member Peter Jawors, will conclude the 2009-2010 main-stage season with this factual based drama.

The play depicts the journey of the first prisoners deported on a fleet of British ships to Australia. The play was adapted from the historical novel “The Playmaker” by Thomas Keneally. The performance will be in the Robinson Theater at Mesa Performing Arts Center on April 15-April 17 at 7:30 p.m. For more information or to purchase tickets, contact the Mesa State College Box Office at (970) 248-1604.
Starting on the mound Friday in game two, Mesa State was senior Jason Frincucah (4-0). Frincucah had a great outing, shutting four innings and allowing the Orediggers only four hits.

The first inning started quickly for both teams with each team's leadoff hitter reaching base and both coming around to score. Mines shortstop Craig Matoska scored for Mines on a ground out to second base by Elliot Rice.

Mesa State center fielder Justin Little also scored on a ground out second base by Craig Larantuta. The first inning ended 1-1.

In the second inning, Mesa State surrendered another run to the Orediggers but then answered with three of their own in the bottom half of the inning. Andrew Martinez singled up the middle, which scored Austin Buck. Two hitters later, first baseman Kevin Becker drove in two of his own with a double down the left field line scoring Martinez and Lanzarotta, and giving the Mavs a 4-2 advantage.

After pushing the Orediggers scoreless in the third inning, the Mavericks broke open the flood gates and poured on the runs scoring nine on seven hits and one error.

Austin Buck started the damage with a triple to center field scoring Lanzarotta and Chase Moore. Martinez added one on a single scoring Beck and advancing Blake Carlquist to third base. Carlquist later scored on a double by Justin Little.

Bedichak later scored on Moore's sacrifice fly to left field. The Mavericks scored one more in the inning creating a 13-2 lead that was unreachable by the visiting Orediggers.

The win gave Mesa its 15th victory in a row. After the team won Sunday afternoon, the Mavericks continued their hot streak by sweeping the other two games in the weekend series.

Mesa State brings its No. 1 ranking in the RMAC to the top of the polls, No. 3 Mesa State and the Mavericks are 18-5, 7-1 in RMAC play. The Mavs will try to extend their 20-3 win streak when the Mavs travel to Denver next weekend for a four-game series against RMAC rival Metro State College.

Who's Next?

Who: Metro State College
Where: Denver, CO
Last Confrontation: March 1, 2009

Troy Sikes/Criterion

Mesa State pitcher Chris Cammack did not use the bases on balls formula by allowing just three earned runs in his 15th start against the Colorado School of Mines in the first game Friday. The Mavs outlasted the Orediggers Friday, but strayed from sweeping the other two games in the weekend series.

A look into your MAVzone account to vote!

Or for more information contact the Election Committee at 248-1762 or advanpo@mesastate.edu

Positions that need your vote!

President/ Vice President
Student Trustee
Business and Professional Studies Senator
Math and Science Senator
At-Large Senator
Freshman Senator
Diploma Senator
Bishop Campus Senator
Graduate Senator
Minority Senator
RHA Senator
Montrose Campus Senator
Humanities and Social Science Senator

Who: Metro State College
When: Friday, April 17 @ 3:00 p.m.
Where: Denver, CO

Last Confrontation: March 1, 2009

10 9

Mesa State College Unity Fest 2009

“Opening Minds”

Ho’olokahi Polynesian Club
9th Annual Luau

Na Mo’olelo O Ka Wa Kahiko
"The Stories of Old"

Saturday, April 25, 2009
Brownson Arena
Doors Open 5:00PM
Dance Show 5:00PM
Show Starts 6:00PM

Presale Tickets
General Admission $16
Children 5-12 $11
Under 5 free

Available in MAVcard office

At the Door
General Admission $16
Children 5-12 $11
Limited tickets at the door, 4:00-4:30

For questions or reservations call 768-1149 or email honokahel_MSC@mesastate.edu
Presidents: Ann Miranda, VP: Frank Dale
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Patrick Shannon
Sports Reporter

Still ranked highly in the national polls, No. 3 Mesa State and the Colorado School of Mines took the field for the second game of a doubleheader, and third game of the four-game series. The sweep gave the Mavs its sixth consecutive series victory in a row, and kept the Mavs in the hunt for the No. 1 ranking in the nation.

The Mavs offense was on display throughout the weekend as Mesa State outscored Mines 61-11 in the three games. The sweep gave the Mavs their 15th victory in a row, and had solid pitching throughout to earn the 18-5 victory.

Mesa State leads numerous categories within the conference. 2009 RMAC Baseball Category Leaders

Home runs
1. Mesa State.... 45
2. Metro State.... 44
3. Regis.... 27
4. Colorado Christian... 26
5. Colorado Mines.... 20

Earned run avg
1. Mesa State.... 5.52
2. R.M. Highlands.... 6.89
3. CSU-Pueblo.... 6.99
4. Metro State.... 7.38
5. Nebraska-Kearney.... 7.5
6. Colorado Mines.... 8.16
7. Regis.... 8.89

Runs scored
1. Mesa State..... 477
2. Mesa State..... 454
3. N.M. Highlands.... 424
4. Regis.... 327
5. Metro State.... 291
6. Colorado Christian... 270
7. Nebraska-Kearney.... 258
8. Colorado Mines..... 253

 Runs scored
1. CSU-Pueblo..... 576
2. Mesa State..... 564
3. N.M. Highlands.... 424
4. Regis.... 327
5. Metro State.... 291
6. Colorado Christian... 270
7. Nebraska-Kearney.... 258
8. Colorado Mines..... 253

VOTE! VOTE! VOTE!

April 20, 21 & 22

ASG Spring ’09 Elections

Positions that need your vote!

President/Vice President
Student Trustee
Business and Professional Studies Senator
Math and Science Senator
At-Large Senator
Freshman Senator
Diploma Senator
Bishop Campus Senator
Graduate Senator
Minority Senator
RHA Senator
Montrose Campus Senator
Humanities and Social Science Senator

Double by Justin Little. The biggest impact was Mesa’s double leading off the inning creating a 13-2 lead that was unreachable by the visiting Orediggers.

The win gave Mesa its 15th victory in a row. After the team won Sunday afternoon, the Mavericks continued their hot streak by sweeping the other two games in the weekend series.

Mesa State pitcher Chris Cammack did not use the bases on balls formula by allowing just three earned runs in his 15th start against the Colorado School of Mines in the first game Friday. The Mavs outlasted the Orediggers Friday, but strayed from sweeping the other two games in the weekend series.
The Lady Mavs are 15-13 overall. Hansen expects the team to continue improving their performance in the season, and points to two of its key players as men that as elements to standout gollers. 

"Jimmy Bailey, these girls are replete with developmental disabilities for an hour. After the rain stopped, the game shutout. Never came close to tying Mesa State off a sacrifice bunt by Jamie Prather. Second inning, one in the third and one more in the fourth inning, but never came close to tying Mesa State who scored four more in the third inning, and made it 1-4 in the bottom of the fourth. The Lady Mavs led off with singles by Brandy Estes and Hennessy, and Silva helped Mesa of- fensively. Liz Ramirez and Patricia finishing the game. Jessica Rayman, with Jordan and Jessica Berve is starting to play well too, I think you'll see her go down as she can settle her put- ter down a bit." 

Start always hurts you," Ager said. "The inability to bring in runs has plagued us this year," Mort said. "The high bases loaded situation that the Lady Grizzlies won 12-0 advantage. The home run was her seventh of the year, which leads the team.
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